Graduate Student Employment Committee (GSEC)
Minutes of April 20, 2018 meeting


Absent – Student: Faith, Kelly, Lingo; Faculty/Admin: Thaggert, Tranel.

Ex Officio present – Faculty/Admin: Keller; Student: Jerkovich.

Guest – Faculty/Admin: Danger.

The meeting was called to order by Dean John Keller @ 8:35 AM.

1. Minutes from the April 6, 2018, meeting were approved unanimously.

2. Announcements:
   a. Von Stange, chair of the Affordability Housing Task Force, has accepted the invitation to join GSEC in May 2018.
   b. Graduate College is exploring how to improve search results for “GSEC” from the main University of Iowa webpage.

3. KaLeigh White and Landon Elkind led discussion regarding the drafting of bylaws. Members of GSEC provided feedback including a lengthy dialogue surrounding item 4.d. Substantive changes to bylaws were made as follows:
   a. Item 1.f. added “ethnicity” and “kinship” to the effort for representative diversity and inclusion.
   b. Item 4.d. was split into two sections to separate the proposal receipt process from the feedback intake process.
   c. An amendment process section was added.

During the meeting KaLeigh updated the version distributed to GSEC on 4/18/18. Bylaws draft will be distributed for decision at the next meeting.

4. The next meeting is scheduled for Friday, May 4, 2018 @ 9:30 in 201 GILH (Danner Conference Room).

Meeting adjourned at 9:31 AM.